Don your flares, set your ray guns to stun and prepare to take off on a High Definition journey on the Eagle transporter with the Blu-ray debut of SPACE 1999 – THE COMPLETE FIRST SERIES. The cult Gerry Anderson live action sci-fi series is available to own as a 7-disc set on 25th October 2010, RRP £79.99. This is the first time that the series is available in High Definition anywhere in the universe and this set comes packed with out-of-this world special features.

September 13th, 1999... A nuclear waste dump on the moon unexpectedly detonates, blasting the moon out of orbit and taking the inhabitants of Moonbase Alpha on a fantastic voyage of discovery to the stars, fraught with danger at every turn. Martin Landau, Barbara Bain and Barry Morse star in this memorable fantasy series filmed at Pinewood Studios.

Special features unique to this set:
- Digitally restored from new High Definition transfers
- The only Blu-ray version anywhere in the universe to contain English subtitles
- Newly remixed Dolby 5:1 tracks
- Original 'as broadcast' mono track
- Music-only tracks on all episodes except Breakaway
- Restoration of Metamorph from Series 2 exclusive to this Blu-ray edition
• Gerry Anderson commentary on Dragon’s Domain
• Alien Attack - trailer
• Journey Through the Black Sun - trailer
• Series One textless generic titles
• Barry Gray’s theme demo
• Alternative opening and closing titles
• Martin Landau and Barbara Bain US Premier intro and outro
• SFX plates and deleted SFX scenes - with music track
• ‘Concept and Creation’ featurette starring Gerry Anderson, Christopher Penfold and Barry Morse, Christopher Penfold, Brian Johnson and Keith Wilson
• Special effects and design featurette
• "These Episodes" featurettes (selected individual episode analysis) These Episodes’ featurettes. Selected individual episode analysis featuring Gerry Anderson, Johnny Byrne, Christopher Penfold, David Lane and Zienia Merton
• Text episode commentaries on ‘The Last Sunset’ and “Space Brain”
• "Clapperboard" two-part special on the work of Gerry Anderson from 1975
• “Guardian of Piri Remembered” Catherine Schell remembers her time working on the series one episode Guardian of Piri.

***ENDS***

NOTES TO EDITOR

SPACE 1999 - THE COMPLETE FIRST SERIES (CERT PG) is a Network DVD release
Release Date: 25th October 2010
RRP: £79.99
Discs: 7
Running Time: 1200 minutes (approximately)
Screen Ratio: 1.33:1 colour. Dolby 5.1
Catalogue No: 7957007
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